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The Happiness of Pursuit
Americans are free to chase happiness, but too few of us actually achieve it. The answer is in
knowing how—and where to look

By Jeffrey Kluger @TIME June 27, 2013 9 Comments

Earlier this year, neuroscientist Sylvia Morelli of Stanford University

and psychologist Matt Lieberman of UCLA used fMRIs to study how

empathically people responded when they were looking at happy or

sad images of other people. Empathic experiences are good proxies

for personal ones because there’s a lot of overlap in the regions of the

brain in which they’re processed; this is why sympathetic pain can

make you squirm even though you haven’t been injured and joy at a

loved one’s success can make you feel as if you succeeded too.

In Morelli and Lieberman’s study, the volunteers looked at the

pictures either when they were free to focus on them completely or

when they were trying to memorize an eight-digit number the

researchers had assigned them. Consistently, the people operating

under that so-called cognitive load showed reduced empathy

reactions, with neural activity down across four different brain

regions. People with uncluttered brains processed — and felt —

things more deeply. “Being distracted reduces our empathy for others

and blunts responses in the brain,” says Morelli. “So it’s possible that

being distracted may also reduce our own happiness.” Memorizing an eight-

digit number is hardly something you do every day, but juggling e-mails,

meeting deadlines and worrying about the next round of layoffs is, and that

takes its toll.

(GRAPHIC: The Game of Happiness)

Get Rich, Get Happy
If tension is making us miserable, snuffing out all the good work our happy genes do, we’ve learned that one balm

can fix it all: money. Never mind what you’ve been taught to the contrary, money can indeed buy happiness, at least

in certain circumstances. It was in 1974 that University of Southern California economist Richard Easterlin first

formulated his eponymous (and soon ubiquitous) Easterlin Paradox, which held that there is a threshold beyond

which increases in income produce no commensurate increase in subjective well-being. Once basic needs (food,

clothing, shelter) are met, we simply reach a satiation point. For a lot of people, this never met the plausibility test,

and for Americans in particular, who have always been unembarrassedly O.K. with the goal of getting rich, who

delighted in a movie in which a character flatly announced that greed is good, the satiation idea was especially

troubling.

Turns out we were right. The Easterlin Paradox held sway only until other researchers began poking at it, using

longer-term data sets, testing them across multiple cultures and finding that while happiness may not rise as

quickly as income (doubling your salary from $75,000 to $150,000 will not make you twice as happy) there is no
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such thing as growing numb to money. Indeed, just this April, a study by the Brookings Institution and the Gerald

R. Ford School of Public Policy at the University of Michigan analyzed data from 155 countries and found that not

only does subjective well-being rise along with income but in wealthy countries the slope is actually sharper than it

is in poorer countries. A 10% bump in a $50,000 income, for example, produces a greater happiness boost than a

similar percentage increase in a $10,000 income, even though a little extra money at the lower end of the scale

ought to have a more life-improving effect. Rich isn’t just better; it’s much better.

That, at least, is how things shake out at the national and global level. At the individual and community level, it can

be much different. If you’re rich, your experiences are not the same as every other rich person’s, and the same is

true if you’re poor. “A reporter once asked me, ‘Yes or no, does money make people happy? No scientific waffling,

just yes or no,’” says psychologist Edward Diener of the University of Illinois. “I hit Delete.”

A massive study Diener led that was published last December analyzed the responses of 806,526 people in 135

countries collected over the course of six years. It found that income corresponds more or less directly to happiness

but only if a person’s wealth and aspirations keep pace. Earning $170,000 per year might put you in the top 5% of

American households, but if you’re dreaming of a one-percenter’s lifestyle, you’ll be disappointed. “Money can

boost happiness if it allows people to obtain more of the things they need and desire,” says Diener. “But when their

desires outpace what they can afford, even rising income can be accompanied by falling feelings of well-being.”

This is particularly problematic in the modern era. A century ago, everybody knew the names of the country’s

richest families — the Carnegies, the Vanderbilts, the Astors — but they were little more than icons. You never really

saw how they lived, which was just fine, since if you did, your little split-level house or sole-proprietor business

would start to look pretty shabby. In an era of paparazzi and reality shows, everyone sees everything and almost all

of us suffer by comparison with someone.

“Bertrand Russell used to say, ‘Beggars do not envy millionaires, though of course they will envy other beggars who

are more successful,’” says psychologist Cameron Anderson of the University of California, Berkeley. Anderson

studies the difference between socioeconomic status — a purely arithmetical measure of how much money you

make — and sociometric status, which is a measure of how well you compare with the people around you. Before the

beggar could see the millionaire, those distinctions were easier to draw. Now the silos have been blown up or at

least made transparent, a process that has accelerated dramatically in the era of social media.
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